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Abstract: JEM-EUSO, with EUSO-TA and BALLOON-EUSO prototypes, is an orbital detector of extremely
energetic cosmic rays, which will be attached to a Japanese Experiment Module of International Space Station. It
detects cosmic ray induced showers in the atmosphere by detecting the emitted fluorescence and Cherenkov UV
radiation with 2.5 µs time resolution.
We show here the basics of communication protocol used to exchange the commands and data between the
subsystems of the detector and the software used for on-line and off-line analysis. The data acquisition starts
with calibration, in which we acquire data necessary to obtain the position of the single photoelectron peak. The
calibration is an iterative procedure of changing the gain and threshold to obtain similar detection efficiency for
each pixel. Then, in a standard acquisition mode, each exposure is quickly analyzed by a multi-level trigger and
appropriate packets with all the hardware information are being stored into a file. The file is then transmitted to the
Earth for off-line analysis.
The off-line analysis and visualization involves two steps. First, the binary packets included in the file received
from space have to be converted to a human readable format. Then for specific, most common tasks a designated
software can be used. We chose ROOT TTree as the format for storing off-line data. The software for visualization
and analysis serves the role of controlling the performance of the system. Its functionality includes among others:
visualizing the photoelectron counts for the whole focal surface, analysis of photon counts over time (lightcurves),
drawing pixel and exposition statistics, analysis of calibration S-curves. Additionally, the flow of commands
exchanged internally in the system can be visualized, to allow tracing the possible errors and improving the system
capabilities.
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1 Introduction
Cosmic rays – high-energy particles of extra-terrestrial ori-
gin – are dynamically developing area of science since their
discovery by Wulf in 1909[1], and following observations
by Pacini in 1911[2] and Hess in 1912[3]. Further research
has extended our knowledge about this phenomenon sig-
nificantly, revealing most of the energy spectrum, composi-
tion and sources of this radiation. However, the extremely
high energy tail of the energy spectrum remains mysterious.
Among others, we are still not sure if there is and what is
the cut-off energy and what in the Universe can accelerate
particles to such huge velocities.

The main reason for those questions remaining unan-
swered is the flux of cosmic rays reaching Earth, which
drops significantly with their energy. If one considers pro-
tons, nuclei and electrons, the rate for 109 eV particles is
10000
m2·s , but above 1020 eV it drops to 1

km2·100yr , which makes
the study in the highest energies regime extremely difficult.
To obtain a statistically significant result in an average ex-
periment lifespan, one has to monitor at least thousands
square kilometers of ground. Experiments dedicated for this
task, such as Pierre Auger Observatory in Argentina [4] and
Telescope Array in United Stated [5] have been constructed
and have already presented important results.

Mentioned detectors observe atmospheric particle show-
ers induced by the primary cosmic ray, with a hybrid

method. They directly detect some of the secondary parti-
cles hitting on-ground scintillation detectors and indirectly
observe the cascade development with wide field of view
UV telescopes, registering the produced fluorescence light.
The ground surface coverage of these facilities is limited
by the possible extension of detectors network. For the UV
telescopes the volume of observed atmosphere is limited by
their field of view and the proximity of atmospheric surface,
as well as several other factors. The coverage of the tele-
scope could be significantly increased with increase of the
distance to the atmospheric surface. Introducing observa-
tions of shower-induced UV light from the orbit makes this
idea, standing behind JEM-EUSO experiment, possible.

The key part of the JEM-EUSO experiment is an U-
V telescope[6], consisting of curved focal surface assem-
bled from about 6000 Multi Anode Photomultiplier Tubes
(MAPMT), 64 pixels each. This, in combination with Fres-
nel lenses based optics, gives ±30◦ field of view and 4.5′

angular resolution. The temporal resolution is 2.5 µs. The
apparatus will be attached to the Japanese Module on the In-
ternational Space Station. Orbiting on the altitude of ∼ 400
km, the observational aperture is a circle of radius of about
230 km on the ground, which is larger by a factor of ∼ 56
then the Pierre Auger Observatory’s. Changing the incli-
nation of the telescope can further increase the aperture.
These observational parameters give JEM-EUSO a chance
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Fig. 1: A scheme of “matroska” style packet organization
in JEM-EUSO experiments. Data packets from lower level
subsystem are joined and encapsulated into higher level
subsystem packet.

for significantly extending the scientific knowledge in the
area of cosmic radiation.

The JEM-EUSO launch will be preceded by prototype
experiments, EUSO-TA and BALLOON-EUSO, which
will be used for testing the subsystems and estimating the
performance of the final experiment. The EUSO-TA on-
ground experiment is being installed in Utah, United States
in the site of Telescope Array, which allows for comparing
results from limited focal surface and smaller lenses with
this experiment. The BALLOON-EUSO will be an attempt
to perform dedicated observations of cosmic ray induced
atmospheric showers from above for the first time. The
apparatus will consist of limited focal surface and smaller
lenses.

2 Communication protocol for commands
and data

The UV light reaching the JEM-EUSO is focused on the fo-
cal surface and registered by the MAPMT. Simplifying, the
signal from the number of MAPMTs increasing with each
stage of processing, goes through EC-ASIC (Elementary
Cell Application Specific Integrated Circuit) [11] unit to a
Photodetector Module (PDM) and then to Control Cluster
Board (CCB) [10] and Central Processing Unit (CPU) [9].
The CPU prepares the acquired data for sending to Earth
and proceeding off-line analysis. A reverse flow of informa-
tion is also required, where higher-level modules send re-
quests for specific tasks to lower-level modules and retrieve
feedback.

The exchange of information is made with encapsulated
packets, organized in a “matroska” style. The amount of
information contained in a packet increases with the level of
processing (fig. 1). Each processing unit has a C language
structure for storing the information it provides. Pointers
to the structures of the lower level units are stored in the
higher level unit structure, which adds its own data. For
conveying commands, packets containing appropriate C
language structures are sent from higher level units down,
each lower level unit ensuring that the order gets to all the
requested subunits.

3 Data acquisition process
The JEM-EUSO apparatus can work in two data acquisition
modes. The default is reacting to the internal trigger based
on a multi-level algorithm constantly analyzing incoming
data. The Level 1 trigger is the fast trigger issued by the
PDM board, the more sophisticated Level 2 trigger being
issued by the CCB board. The second mode is a reaction
to an external trigger, which can be used for working in
coincidence with other experiments. It is important for a
prototype, EUSO-TA telescope which has very limited self
triggering capabilities due to small (±4◦) field of view. In
current configuration the external trigger is received by
a time synchronization subsystem called clockboard and
is directly passed to CCB [10]. Additionally, CPU may
requests snapshots of data or issue triggers to lower level
subsystems on its own.

Obtaining proper measurements in data acquisition mode
requires prior calibration of the apparatus, to properly count
the amount of photons hitting each pixel. For this tasks CPU
requests and analyses specific data for each pixel, which
will be explained in more detail in sec.4. For the BALLOON
experiment calibration will be performed offline, prior to
launch. For the JEM-EUSO and EUSO-TA experiments,
the frequency with which the calibration will be performed
has not yet been decided and will depend on the behaviour
of subsystems.

Except acquiring data on trigger and on calibration re-
quest, data acquisition process includes checking the status
of apparatus elements and reaction to alarms concerning
them – so called housekeeping. The final stage of data ac-
quisition process is sending the chosen selection of data to
Earth.

4 Online analysis of data
Due to the in-space power consumption restrictions for
JEM-EUSO and weight limits for BALLOON-EUSO, the
CPU of EUSO experiments has very limited processing
capabilities. Therefore the on-board software has to be
characterized by low memory, processing power and other
resources requirements. To fulfill this demand, the on-line
data analysis and management software is written in C/C++
using only simple libraries. On the other hand, the goal for
the software is to be fast and reliable to fulfill the scientific
objectives of the mission.

4.1 Calibration
Most of the data getting past the level 1 and 2 triggers is
intended for offline analysis. However, as mentioned above,
standard data gathering modes require prior calibration.
Therefore the main computational task for data analysis
of CPU is performing the calibration, which is an iterative
process of sending commands and acquiring data from
lower level subsystems.

The goal of the calibration is to obtain a similar overall
gain for the single photon detection for all apparatus’ pixels.
In general we want to reject the noise from PMT and EC-
ASIC electronics and accept more intense signal coming
from a single photon. This requires analysis of so called
S-curves – explained below – obtained in the process.

An S-curve contains Digital to Analogue Converter
(DAC) signal over threshold for single photoelectron detec-
tion. To obtain it CPU requests measurement of a high num-
ber of frames for each threshold setting, to minimize statisti-
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Fig. 2: A sample S-curve – sum of photon counts for specific
number of measurements over the threshold for single
photoelectron detection (in Digital to Analogue Converter
(DAC) units).

Fig. 3: A sample single pixel “single photoelectron spec-
trum” measured in laboratory, for threshold levels repre-
sented in DAC units. The noise peak on the left and single
photoelectron peak on the right are clearly visible. The dis-
tance between peaks is determined by the total pixel gain.
The minimum between the peaks is the single photoelec-
tron valley – the optimal position of threshold for single
photoelectron detection.

cal fluctuations1 (fig. 2). A “single photoelectron spectrum”,
which reveals separated peaks for the electronics noise and
single photoelectron, is the derivative of an S-curve (fig.
3). The optimal threshold for single photon detection lies
between the peaks.

However, in JEM-EUSO experiments a single threshold
must be set for all PMT pixels. Therefore the calibration
procedure must determine an optimal amplifier gain for al-
l pixels to have the same total gain, which roughly corre-
sponds to obtaining a similar “single photoelectron spec-
trum” shape. For this task the algorithm calculates the me-
dian position of the single photoelectron peak for all pixels
and adjusts the gain of all pixels to move the peak to the
median position. After the adjustment the measurement and
median calculation is repeated to determine if the similarity
of efficiency is satisfactory. If not, adjustment values are
calculated and utilized again, until satisfactory performance
is obtained.

Finding the single photoelectron peak requires calculat-
ing the derivative of data, which due to time constrains and
thus low statistics may be noisy. Therefore more sophisticat-
ed, noise suppressing algorithms have to be used. Currently
we have obtained the best results using a Super Lanczos

Fig. 4: Screenshot of the main window of the “etos” pro-
gram, showing photoelectron counts for pixels of 6 PMTs,
for single GTU.

Low-Noise Differentiator[7], but better procedures may be
implemented in the future. The procedure of peak finding is
simply finding a highest value of the “single photoelectron
spectrum” which lies after the single photoelectron valley
(smallest value after the noise peak).

4.2 Event data
The calibration algorithm operates on data packets that
contain the average of GTUs taken for each threshold setting
for each pixel of the focal surface. In the case of real event
data the packet format is slightly different – it contains the
count of photons detected by each pixel of the focal surface
in each GTU. Additionally data from KI (charge-to-time
converter, for higher signals) is also supplied.

The event data packets, each containing data for 128
consecutive GTUs are added sequentially to a file, which
also contains calibration packets, commands exchanged
between the subsystems and other information. On request,
the file is transferred to Earth.

5 Basic visualisation and offline analysis of
data

The data is sent to Earth as packets which are simply C-
structures in a binary format contained in a single file, not
convenient for offline analysis and visualization. Therefore
we have decided to convert the data on-ground to Cern
ROOT[8] TTree format, which is used by most of JEM-
EUSO offline analysis software. The TTree format is con-
venient both for use inside dedicated software as well as
for quick look into the packets’ contents. The program for
the conversion is called “etot” (EUSO to TTree) and simply
analyses all the packets in the file sequentially converting
them and assigning to separate TTrees for calibration, event
data, etc.

The resulting TTrees can be read by a basic visualization
and analysis software “etos” (EUSO to Screen). The main

1. The actual number of frames requested for each threshold level
has yet to be determined, but initial measurements show that
the single photoelectron signal should be around 0.1%−1% of
the maximal signal, requiring order of 10000-100000 GTUs
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Fig. 5: Screenshot of the “Pixel analysis” window of the
“etos” program, displaying the analysis of the calibration
for a single pixel. The top plot shows an S-curve – the
counts over threshold value plot, the middle is a “single
photoelectron spectrum” – a derivative of an S-curve, and
the bottom is the second derivative of an S-curve. Single
photoelectron peak is clearly visible in the middle of the
“single photoelectron spectrum”.

tasks of the program are to provide quick look into the
data, displaying the photon counts on the focal surface for
specific GTU (fig. 4) or change of counts over GTUs for
specific pixel. Similarly, in case of calibration, it can display
average value for focal surface pixels for specific threshold
or average over threshold for specific pixels (fig. 5.

Current features of “etos” include:

• visualization of the focal surface2 for event data

• visualization of the focal surface for calibration data

• browsing through GTUs/thresholds for focal surface
visualiation

• display of lightcurve – photoelectron count over time
(GTU) – for chosen pixel

• display of S-curve

• display of first derivative and second derivative of the
S-curve

• single photoelectron peak and valley finding

• calculation of lightcurve periodogram

• analysis of pixel’s single photoelectron peak be-
haviour with gain change

• display of focal surface pixels statistics

The features currently being under development include
animating focal surface display over GTU’s threshold,
summing and averaging the photon count over specific
time and setting threshold for pixel value display. The
functionality can be and will be extended with future users’
requests. “etos” is written in Python programming language
with bindings to the ROOT framework – PyROOT. In future
we plan to include visualisation of data and commands flow
to “etos” for system monitoring purposes.

6 Conclusions
JEM-EUSO telescope is an ongoing development requiring
dedicated tools for online and offline data analysis, which
can be thoroughly tested with prototype EUSO-TA and
BALLOON-EUSO experiments. The main computational
task of the CPU’s online analysis is performing calibration.
The main part of the calibration algorithm, utilizing efficient
low-noise derivative has been implemented and shows
promising results. The tuning and integration with the full
Data Processing system is ongoing.

The basic offline analysis and visualization software –
“etot” and “etos” programs are successfully functioning and
already proved a valuable tool for analysis of the laboratory
results from the EUSO-TA apparatus. Their simplicity
allows for quickly extending their functionality in future, as
needed.
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2. Currently for single PDM board containing 36 PMTs for EUSO-
TA purposes, but this can be easily extended in the future
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